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This Is My Body 
Christian Compassion and Courage Concerning Sexuality and Gender 

 
SCRIPTURE 

1. Jesus is Lord. (Acts 2:32-33, 36) 
a. God is love. (John 3:16) 

b. Creation is gift. (Matthew 5:45) 

c. Body is good. (John 1:14) 

d. Self is union. (Luke 23:46) 

e. World is fallen. (John 7:7) 

f. Humankind is broken. (Luke 5:31-32) 

g. Almighty is involved. (John 5:36) 

h. There is hope. (John 11:25-26) 

i. Unconditional isn’t ignorant. (John 8:11) 

j. Lord is trustworthy. (Matthew 28:18) 

2. The Trinity is the meaning of life. 
a. God is relationship. (John 1:1-2) 

b. Passion rather than power identifies and defines Him. (Zephaniah 3:17) 

c. Father begets, Son submits, Spirit proceeds. (John 5:26; John 6:38; John 15:26) 

d. Giving precedes and produces receiving. (1 John 4:19) 

e. Love means doing not just feeling, other-focused and outward-facing. (John 15:13) 

f. Complementary unites and delights with abundance and variety. (Ecclesiastes 4:11-12) 

g. This truth constitutes the universe. (Colossians 1:16-17) 

3. Image of God is human identity. 
a. Male and female (Genesis 1:26-27) (1 Corinthians 11:11-12) 

b. Receivers and givers (Genesis 2:22) (Matthew 10:8) 

c. Bodies and servants (Philippians 2:7) (Romans 12:1) 

d. Husband and wife (Ephesians 5:31-32) (Leviticus 18:22) 

e. Procreation and family (Genesis 1:28) (Malachi 2:15) 
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f. God performs both but presents Himself masculine. (Psalm 103:13) (Isaiah 66:13) 

g. Biological, binary, and lifelong best employs and enjoys it. (Genesis 1:31) (Mark 10:9) 

4. Sin interferes. 
a. It turns worship and service inward. (Isaiah 53:6) (Romans 1:25) 

b. It deviates, distorts, divides, isolates. (Mark 7:22) (Romans 1:26-27) 

c. Its effects reach beyond human control. (Genesis 3:16-18) (Romans 8:20, 22) 

d. It infects, impairs, enslaves, deadens. (Psalm 51:5) (Ephesians 2:1) 

e. Its spiritual causes have physical consequences. (Romans 7:5) (Matthew 12:34) 

f. Sin contaminates natural and marital sexuality too. (Matthew 5:28) (Isaiah 64:6) 

 
SCIENCE 
1. Homosexuality is not (exclusively) innate. 

a. Attraction, behavior, or identity? 

b. CDC: 1.4% LGB identity; 3.4% some lifetime LGB behavior; 5.8% same-sex attraction; 
0.6% adults transgender 

c. Some minor neurological differences, but origins (genetic or environmental) indeterminable 

d. Characteristics too complex to attribute to proteins 

e. Homosexual behavior in animals is inferred (and imitation isn’t advisable) 

2. Homosexuality and gender dysphoria are not innocuous. 
a. Correlates to increased comorbidities: 150% risk of anxiety disorders, 200% depression, 

150% substance abuse, 200% PTSD, 250% suicide (more for MSM, as much as 700% for 
students) 

b. Interpersonal traumas: greater rate (200-300%) and intensity during childhood and 
adolescence 

c. STDs: 500% higher among MSM; 25% HIV (vs. 0.2%); 66% HIV cases are MSM; 75% 
lifetime STDs (vs. 17%) 

d. Relationship disruption: gay couples divorce 135% as often, lesbians 303% as often; mean 
relationship length is 2.5 years; 200-300% domestic violence; gay men’s modal range of 
lifetime partners is 101-500 (10-15% 501-1,000; 10-15% over 1,000) 

e. Raising children: same-sex parents more likely to result in sexual confusion and 
experimentation, receiving welfare, reporting less family security, depression, arrest, and 
500% rate of caregiver sexual abuse (33%) 

f. Transgender especially: even higher rate and risk of mental health problems than LGB; 
lifetime suicide attempts 41% (vs. 5% among overall population) 
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g. Outcomes unaffected by societal acceptance: while cultural approval of LGBT lifestyles rose 
1990s-2000s, differences in prevalence of abuse remained 

3. Homosexuality and gender dysphoria are not (necessarily) intentional. 
a. Experiences outside one’s own control can influence psychological development 

b. Disturbances in attachment to same-sex parent 

c. Appearance and temperament also interact with positive and negative parental and peer 
feedback 

d. Unmet emotional needs take romantic shape during puberty 

e. Sexual victimization contributes to self-perception 

4. Homosexuality and gender dysphoria are not immutable. 
a. Nearly all children identify with their biological sex 

b. Even after adolescent uncertainty and exploration 

c. Even in the context of sexual development disorders 

d. Opposite-sex attraction and identity is more stable than LGBT; only 0.6% men and 0.2% 
women report exclusively homosexual in attraction, behavior, and identity their whole life 

e. Studies indicate self-sought reorientation therapy (not “pray the gay away” or shock 
treatment) succeeds for 45% of participants, and yields benefits even beyond changing 
unwanted sexual impulses 

5. Genetic conditions can complicate gender identity. 
a. Sex structures recognizable but functions impaired 
b. Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome (XY; 1 in 13,000) 
c. Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia (XX; 1 in 13,000) 
d. Ovotestes (XX or XY; 1 in 20,000) 
e. Swyer Syndrome (XY; incidence undetermined) 
f. Turner Syndrome (damaged X or Y; 1 in 2,500) 
g. Klinefelter Syndrome (XY; 1 in 5,000) 

 
6. Medically assisted gender transition may be harmful. 

a. Poor mental health persists for most sex-reassigned individuals (and 500% more suicide 
attempts) 

b. DSM-5 admits insufficient research for juvenile reassignments 

c. No studies provide conclusive evidence of benefit to adults 

d. Early analysis indicates physical alterations and environmental immersions may not even 
achieve opposite-sex gender identity 

e. Emerging de-transition community and stories: sexchangeregret.com 
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SERVANTHOOD 
1. Orient oneself according to the Gospel 

a. Confront and confess personal anxieties and idols 
b. Confidence in vocation and spiritual gifts displaces disgust and surprise 
c. Entrust outcomes to Lord’s plan and power 
d. Education – Scriptural, scientific, and experiential – about and from affected and experts 

2. Establish and uphold relationship 
a. Engage, interact, listen, ask, assist (gracious toward treasures precious to God and body) 
b. Abide beside, with patience and persistence (careful burning bridges before crossed) 
c. Activist differs from afflicted (disagree without disrespect and don’t start with sex) 
d. Aim at faith, salvation, and heavenly fellowship (not just heterosexuality) 

3. Investigate truth together (understanding distinctions without discrimination) 
a. Seek and appreciate permission 
b. Sensitive to struggles (environments, influences, confusions, wounds) 
c. Identify and affirm common grounds (priorities, histories, theology) 
d. Address objections to Christian claims (while ensuring and emphasizing Gospel context) 

4. Interpret experiences and emotions within Christian perspective 
a. Trinity and Jesus, image and gift, forgiveness and restoration 
b. Universal human and holy longings, sexuality, and sinfulness 
c. Especially explore adulterous conduct under this structure 
d. Isolate temptation from tendency from behavior 

5. Extend space and chance for loosing grief and guilt 
a. Evaluate prior and current coping approaches 
b. Inventory, revisit, and validate losses 
c. Enter and express sorrow 
d. Exchange confession (involve pastor?) 

6. Assure of grace, apply particularly and individually, proclaim repeatedly, especially in despair 
a. In Christ God is abiding, affectionate, and omnipotent 
b. Reconciled and redeemed already, no need for further atonement 
c. Unconditionally adopted identity and vocation assigned in baptism 
d. Resurrection inaugurates restoration that extends even to the body 

7. Apologize and oppose excesses and injustices in Church and culture 
a. Apathies, abuses, and approvals  
b. Address controversies carefully  
c. Always couple accusatory with compassionate  
d. Avoid snarky static and resist sarcasm 

8. Offer, arrange, accompany support in the struggle process  
a. Escort to resources and solidarities (both pastoral and therapeutic) 
b. Importance of the holy communion 
c. Endorse and sponsor their acceptance and assimilation in Church,  
d. Abstinence does not exclude from image (and always advisable in uncertainties) 

9. Celebrate blessings, see opportunities, and seek goods 
a. Masculinity and femininity 
b. Marriage and family 
c. Spiritual formation not sex education 
d. Sufferings repurposed as sacrifices benefitting neighbors’ salvation 


